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Abstract

A source of space station attitude disturbances is identified. The
attitude disturbance is driven by internal space station motions

and is a direct result of conservation of angular momentum.
Three examples are used to illustrate the effect: a planar three

link system, a rigid carrier body with two moveable masses, and

a nonplanar five link system. Simulation results are given to

show the magnRude of the attitude change in each example.
Factors which accentuate or attenuate this disturbance effect are

discussed.

Introduction

A variety of nonclassical, inherently nonlinear dynamic modelling
and control problems have been investigated recently. These

investigations have revealed new possibilities for controlling
certain systems and new explanations for certain sources of
disturbances. These ideas are directly related to control and

disturbance analyses for the space station.

For example, a planar muRilink system can be reoriented to an

arbitrary attitude using only internal motions [11, [21. Internal

motions are executed in the shape space, def'med by the relative

angles of the links, to achieve a desired change in the absolute
orientation. This effect can be extended to nonplanar multibody

systems (as shown in an example given later) to allow arbitrary
reorientation.

An example [31 of a rigid body with point mass oscillators also
illustrates this effect. In this example, point masse= move in slots
at controlled rates. The model was motivated by the attitude dril_

of the Hubble Space Telescope due to thermally excited solar

panel vibrations.

This paper illustrates these effects for the space station through

several examples. These examples serve to illustrate the

magnitude of this disturbance effect, as well as to distinguish this

disturbance from other disturbances such as atmospheric drag and

solar wind. The emphasis in this paper is on internal motions of

the space station, driven externally or internally, which can result

in an attitude change of the space station.

Space Station and Large Space Structures

Design of the space station (or other large spacecrai_ structures)
is presented with competing requirements. Of particular focus

here is the requirement to maintain stable pointing of the overall
structure in the presence of additional requirements to point

antennas and payloads, stabilize appendages, and conduct internal

operations. For instance, the momentum management and
attitude control system for the space station must provide space

station attitude control within 5 deg of the local vertical and local

horizontal lines, with an attitude rate boundary of 0.02 deg/sec.
The design goal for nominal operation is to maintain the station

attitude excursion to leas than 0.2 deg from the average
equilibrium attitude and the total attitude within 5 deg of the ]ocal
vertical and local horizontal Line=. The attitude excursion is

relaxed to 1 deg during attitude seeking [6]. Nominal operations,

however, include astronaut aetivitiea, solar panel actuation,

antenna actuation, and many other potential disturbances.

We are interested in exploring a particular class of disturbances

that can modify the attitude of the space station. Some elements

of the space station that may produce such attitude disturbance
effects include:

i) Motions of flexible bodies, such as solar arrays, connecting

beam structures, and laboratory modules, excited by external or

internal forces. These motions can change over time due to

thermal effects and flexibility effects.

These examples and other space and non-spece related examples

[41, [51 illustrate the basic phenomena: that internal motions for
a multibody system for which angular momentum is conserved

can give rise to absolute orientation changes of the multibody

system. In our case, we are interested in exploiting our insight

into this phenomena to study potential attitude disturbancea to the

space station due to internal motions. Internal motions are the

relative motions of the system sub-structures, payloads, and

modules with respect to each other.

2) Manipulated elements such as antennas, robot arms, solar

panels, solar dynamic power concentrators, attached pointing

payloads, and new station segments added through construction.

The space station design includes several elements which are

manipulated independently of one another, through a dedicated

local control system. The overall effect of these, independent

manipulations will cause the system shape, as described by the

relative orientations of manipulated elements, to change with

time. A/so, during construction large elements are manipulated
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into place to define new overall configurations.

3) Internal motions of astronauts, servicing robots,

centrifuges, and curculatmg pumps. For the space station, a

servicing robot has been discussed that would traverse the beam
sections of the space station.

Effects of the above three classes of configuration changes are

illustrated by three examples.

Example 1: Planar Three Link Model

Consider a planar model of s space station with central body and

two rigid appendages (figure 1). Appendages could represent

mechanical links, such as the space station beta joints, or they

could represent a lumped parameter approxamation of a large
flexible structure. The model is characterized by (I) the distance

between each link center of mass and the connecting link hinge
t i rlk:
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Figure 1: Planar Three Link System
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(2)

a phase difference between the two appendages (0, ;_ 0:). and
(2) a nonzero mean value (¢/,0 _ 0 and ¢,_ _ 0). The

importance of these two assumptions is explained later.

In order to make our results concrete, a set of parameters ts

selected tbr this example, representing an approximation of a

large space structure with two flexible appendages Isee table 1).
For this example. (qb,,O:) = (0.0, r/2), (¢_0,_:o) = !r,'8,r/83,

and a=lr/8 tad. For this system, stmulation results clearly

indicate that there is a small but steady driR in the orientation

angle of the base link (figure 2).

Table 1: Parameters for 3 Link System

points, (2) the mass and inertia of each link. The appendages are
restricted to move as rotational links only. The configuration

space is given by the two hinge angles (¢1, _2) and the overall
orientation of one of the links, O. The shape space is given by

the two hinge angles. This type of dynamic system has received
much attention in the literature [11, [21, [7], [81. We are

interested here in a modification of the special kinematic case

presented in [7]. Our modification includes an offset of the
middle link center of mass from the line connecting the two hinge

points. The model can also be extended to include additional
links; however, three links are sufficient (and necessary) to

illustrate the attitude change effect.

The primary relation of importance for our discussion is the

angular momentum expression for the system. Since we are

considering zero external torque on the system, angular

momentum is constant throughout the motion of the appendages.

The angular momentum/_ is written as:

_,.J(,,. ,,) 0_t¢,_,,. q,,)6,.., (,_. ,,) _, (_)

where

J(Vt, _=) =k_*kaco= (Vt) *k=coa (_/=) *k=cos (_t ÷_=)
÷k_sin (_t) *kss£n (_=)

•Vl (0_, _=) -#., +k, coa (_) +k, coa (t=)
• ktoe°s (_'t *_=) ÷kt_ain OP=)

N'=(St, _11=)=kta*kt_cos ($=) _-kt,cos ($a)
*kxsOOS (//_ _'_z) *kt_ain($ =)

The constants k_ through k,_ are functions of the link kinematic

parameters only [81. Note that the angular momentum is not a

function of the orientation angle. The Lagrangian function
constructed for this system would show that O is ignorable. We

assume that the appendages are excited according to:

Further, this excitation is persistent for a long period of time

(several orbital periods). The excitation is characterized by (1)

!
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Figure 2: Orientation Change for 3 Link System

Example 2: Rigid Body with Moveable Point Masses

Consider a model of a rigidspace stationmodule with two

internal moveable masses, for instance representing astronaut
motions, mobile robot motions, or a centrifuge facility (figure 3)

This model is an adaptation of a model originally presented in

[31. The model is characterized by (1) the path along which the

masses move, and (2) the carrier body inertia matrix and the

masses of each element. For this model, R _ SO(3) represents

the orientation of the carrier body with respect to the inertial

frame and q: and ch are the position vectors of the oscillators

with respect to the carrier-fixed frame. Also, 0 is the angular

velocity of the body in the carrier frame, I, is the inertia matrut

of the carrier body, and C) represents the skew symmetric matrix

formed by the components of ( ) under the standard isomorphism

":R _ ,-. so(3) given by:

_ x_ ,-^= x_

The important relation here is the angular momentum expression.
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Figure 3: Rigid Central Body with 2 Moveable Masses

where

P,R(Zo*&-ro) Q*Dzqt *D_q2 (4)

Dt-m ( (Z -as) %_t-c_a=_=]

D, -m ( -e_.e,_'=,% ( 1 -e=) _'=]

m-,_*mt*nh

Consider again zero initial angular momentum. The body

angular velocity vector is given by:

O--*;_,(D,_=.D=¢,) ( S )

where

I_o_,"Io*AI o

For illustration purposes, these two point masses arc assumed to
move relativeto the rigidbody with the followingmotions:

qt(e)-[z o dfl_os(.-2_:¢+@),))] r

(6)
qr,(c) - [0 x -dfz-cos ( _ ,@,) I ] '

Properties of this motion include (1) the masses art offset from

each other, and (2) their velocity vectors are orthogonal. Other
motions could be chosen; these were chosen to illustrate genera[
motions of the base body. (In particular, circular motions of

either particle will directly lead to an attitude dri/t).

The angular momentum equation can be integrated numerically

for the given motions to obtain body rates over t/me. in order to
illustrate how these body rates effect the overall attitude of the

base body, consider an Eulcr 3-2- [ system represented by (#,O,_)
attached to the base body, initially at (0,0,0) and integrate the
following transfom_fion equations from the body rates

t3=(==,%,¢o=)to the orientationrates,to obtainthe base body

attitude as a function of time, expressed in orientation angles:

-.(,_sin,+,,,eos#) sece
O- (w_cos4-= _sln4) (7 )

I-u.,,,-(=_.n#-=,cos_) ta.ne

Again, to make thisexample concrete the setof parameters in

table 2 were used to defme a simulation. The body rat_ for this

simutationare shown in figure4. The orien_ion angles forthis
simulation as a function of time are given in figure 5.

Table 2: Parameters for Cylinder with Moveable Masses
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Body Rates for Rigid Body with Moveable Masses
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AttitudeDrift for Rigid Body with Moveable

Masses

This example illustrates the orientation drift that can occur m

three dimensions.

Example 3: Non-planar 5 Link Model

Finally, consider a model for a deployment or construction

sequence where large element= are manipulated by a robotic arm.
The robot arm is constructedwith single degree of fre_om

rotational joints; the overaU system is representod by five Links
(see figure 6). The overaU dynamics of this system for general

link motion= is very compllc.ated. However, we consider a

specific sequenee of relative motions so that at any instant the

motion is planar, but the plane of the motion changes

periodicelly, Again, this system is characterized by (1) the

distance beeween each link center of mass and the connecting Imk

hinge point=, (2) the mum and inertia of each [Lnk, The
contlguration space is now given by the four hinge angles and

suitable orientation parameters (in S0(3)) for one of the _ks

The shape space is given by the four hinge angles.
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Figure 6: Five Link Nonplanar System

A sequence of three major motion= isperformed. Each motion

segment consisu of a movement of the two coplanar hinges while
the other two hinges are held ftxed. For simplicity, we choose
motions that consist of square paths in the shape space. The
entire sequence consists of a segment using the innerjoints, then

the outer joints, and finally the inner joints again (figure 7).
Parameters for this example arc shown in table 3.
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Figure 7: One Segment of Four JointMotions

Table 3: Parameters for 5 Link System

The angular momentum equation is identical to example I for

each of the motion segments. Equation (1) is numerically
integrated for the given internal motions, using the appropriate

kinematic parameters, to obtain the % and (o=body rates, in
order to illustrate how these body rates effect the overall attitude

of the base body, consider an Euler 3-2-3 system represented by
(_,0,_) attached to the center link. This system is chosen since

a rotation of the inner set of joints results in a change of the 3rd
orientation angle directly and a rotation of the outer set of joints

results in a change of the 2nd orientation angle. Note that o&=0
for all motions in this case. The orientation angle system is

defined with the z axis pointing vertically upward before the first
rotation. The system is initially at (_r/3,f13,f/3). The following

transformation equations from the body rates to the Euler rates

are integrated to obtain the base body attitude, expressed in Euler
coordinates:

sin (4_)
= - (£1y_

-_co, (¢> ($)

- _ tan(O) "

Several cycles of the joints were used in order to illustrate the

orientation change. The resulting motion of the orientation

angles is shown in figure 8.
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Figure g: AttitudeDrillfor Five Link Nonplanar System

Note that all three orientation angles experience a drill. It can be
shown for this system that any final arbitrary attitude can be

achieved for the overall system through a seriesof planned

motions as describedin figure7. In thisexample, the system

returnedtothe same internalconfigurationatseveraltimesduring

the manipulationsequence; each time a new overallorientation
was achieved,

Discussion

These threeexamples illustratedifferenttypesof internalmotions

for a large structuresuch as the space station,however, the

models have important similarities. The fundamental relation in

all three cases arises from the conservation of angular
momentum, involving both internal velocities and external

orientation. The internal motions, although possibly locally

repetitive, are asynchronous or out of phase with respect to each
other.

The examples have intentionally exaggerated the orientation
disturbance effect for illustration purposes. The actual

disturbance effect for a given system may be quite small for a

single cycle of internal motions. However, for the space station,

some of these disturbances arc persistent, acting throughout each

orbit. The net effect of these disturbances over a long period of

time is additiveand can resultin significantattitudeerrors,

resultingin greaterthan anticipateddemand on the momentum

management system.

There are internal motions which result in no orientation change.

For instance, in examples 1 and 3, motions which are symmetric

or antisymmetric about the origin in joint space result in no

orientation change, independent of the magnitude of the motions.

In general, the effect of any motion on the system orientation can

be analyzed using the angular momentum expression and Stoke's

theorem. For planar multibody systems, this has been done
previously in [5], [9], and [10]. The equation of interest is given
as:



{9)

where

[_ =-_

£2 =-_

The integrand of this function can be plotted versus the joint
angles for the parameters used m example I (figure 9). For

example 2, a similar result can be obtained where the body axis

rate components are found as a function of the two mass
incremental motions. From the function shown m figure 9. it is

apparent that motions which contain an area with nonzero integral

wilI result in an orientation change.
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Figure 9: Intcgrand of Equation 9 versus Joint Angles

For general space manipulator systems, paths of minimum and
maximum disturbance can be analyzed according to an enhanced

disturbance map [l 1]. This map represents the change in attitude

which is experienced from an incremental change in joint
variables,i.e.the angular momentum expressionin differential

form. Graphical techniques are used with the enhanced

disturbancemap to visualizelow and high disturbancepaths.

Motions are planned to crosszerodisturbancelinesin regionsof

low disturbance effect and are planned to move parallel to zero
disturbance lines in high disturbance areas.

There are system characteristics and internal motion
characteristics that accentuate or attenua_ the attitude

disturbance. For multibody systems, the effect is intensified

through manipulating large inertias through large motions. Since
the attitude disturbance effect arises as a consequence of

conservation of angular momentum, similar results hold for any

large space structure. Also, some internal motions can be

planned to minimize the attitude disturbance or to cancel
disturbances due to uncontrollable effects. These type.s of

planning strategies could be performed using maps similar to

figure 8.

[mplk:atlons for the Space Station

Models of the complete space station are needed in order to

perform a complete investigation of the internal motions which

may disturb the space station attitude. From the examples here,

multibody spacecraft and large platforms with articulating and

moving elements can have significant attitude changes resulting

from internal motions. The magnitude of the effect will depend
on the mass distributions, the amplitudesof the motions,and the

path the motions take in shape space. The analysis involves

consideration of the overall angular momentum and how it is

exchanged during a motion, keeping overall momentum constant.

Some planning for "controllable" motions like robot and astronaut

paths can mitigate some of the disturbance effects. These might

be analyzed using equation 9 or the enhanced disturbance map

given in [ 111. The investigatio n o f attitude changes from internal

motions is important to minimize rue[ required to operate the

momentum management system on the space station.
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